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In this engaging and informative book, Dr. John Medina explores the
fascinating world of taste and its profound impact on our lives. Drawing on
the latest scientific research, Medina shows how our sense of taste shapes
our food choices, influences our health, and even affects our behavior.
Through vivid storytelling and accessible prose, Live, Move, Grow will
change the way you think about food and your own body.

Taste and the Brain

Our sense of taste is one of the most important ways we interact with the
world around us. It helps us to identify and enjoy food, avoid harmful
substances, and socialize with others. The sense of taste is also closely
linked to our sense of smell, and together these two senses play a major
role in our overall experience of food.
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The taste buds on our tongue contain receptors that can detect five basic
tastes: sweet, sour, salty, bitter, and umami. Each taste bud contains a
mixture of these receptors, and the combination of receptors that are
activated determines the taste that we perceive.

The taste buds send signals to the brain through the cranial nerves. The
brain then interprets these signals and creates a taste perception. The
brain also uses information from the sense of smell and other senses to
create a complete picture of the flavor of food.

Taste and Food Choices

Our sense of taste plays a major role in our food choices. We are naturally
drawn to foods that taste good and avoid foods that taste bad. This is
because our sense of taste is linked to our survival instincts. Sweet foods,
for example, are often high in calories and provide us with energy. Sour
foods, on the other hand, can be a sign of spoilage. By avoiding sour foods,
we protect ourselves from getting sick.

Our food choices are also influenced by our culture and personal
experiences. In some cultures, for example, it is common to eat insects. In
other cultures, insects are considered to be taboo. Our personal
experiences can also shape our food preferences. If we have a bad
experience with a particular food, we may be less likely to eat it again.

Taste and Health

Our sense of taste can also have a significant impact on our health. Eating
a healthy diet is essential for maintaining a healthy weight and reducing the
risk of chronic diseases such as heart disease, stroke, and cancer.



However, it can be difficult to eat a healthy diet if we do not enjoy the taste
of healthy foods.

Fortunately, there are a number of things we can do to improve our sense
of taste. Eating a variety of foods is one of the best ways to improve our
taste buds. When we eat a variety of foods, we expose our taste buds to a
wider range of flavors. This helps to keep our taste buds healthy and
responsive.

Another way to improve our sense of taste is to avoid smoking and drinking
alcohol. Smoking and drinking alcohol can damage the taste buds and
make it difficult to taste food. If you are a smoker or drinker, quitting is one
of the best things you can do for your overall health, including your sense
of taste.

Taste and Behavior

Our sense of taste can also affect our behavior. Studies have shown that
people who eat a healthy diet are more likely to be happy and productive.
This is because eating healthy foods provides our bodies with the nutrients
we need to function properly. When we are well-nourished, we are more
likely to have energy and focus. We are also more likely to be able to resist
temptation and make healthy choices.

On the other hand, eating a diet that is high in processed foods and added
sugar can lead to a number of health problems, including obesity, diabetes,
and heart disease. These health problems can make it difficult to enjoy life
and can even shorten our lifespan. Eating a healthy diet is one of the best
ways to improve our overall health and well-being.



Our sense of taste is a powerful sense that plays a major role in our lives. It
shapes our food choices, influences our health, and even affects our
behavior. By understanding how our sense of taste works, we can make
better choices about the foods we eat and improve our overall health and
well-being.

Live, Move, Grow is an essential read for anyone who wants to learn more
about the sense of taste and its impact on our lives. Dr. John Medina's
engaging writing style and accessible prose make this book a pleasure to
read. You will come away from this book with a new understanding of your
sense of taste and how you can use it to live a healthier, happier, and more
fulfilling life.
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